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Covert Sexism in Mandarin Chinese
David Moser ( gjC fj5)
Dept. of Asian Languages and Cultures
University of Michigan

Introduction
Western linguists have been studying various aspects of sexism in the English
language for several decades. Following on the heels of influential works by Robin
Lakoff (1975), and Miller & Swift (1977), and others, a host of researchers began to
identify and catalog types of sexism manifested in features of language such as
vocabulary, grammar, discourse, and even intonation. (For a good historical overview
of sexism in English, see Baron, 1986. Other recent research includes Stanley, 1977a,
1977b; Spender. 1980; Graddol & Swann, 1989; Eakins & Eakins, 1978; Francine &
Anshen, 1983; Hill, 1986; Sorrels, 1983, and others.) Recently scholars have turned
their attention to sexism in Mandarin Chinese as well, finding strikingly similar sexist
phenomena in linguistic aspects such as Chinese characters, vocabulary, idioms, and
proverbs. (See Shih, 1984; Wang, 1986; Wu, 1991; Liu, 1991; Jung-Palandri, 1991;
Chen, 1995: Moser & Chen, 1995, just to name a few.) The most notable treatment of
sexism in Chinese is that of Farris (1988), whose work has greatly influenced this article.
Like other cultures, China has a long history of sexist social conventions, and the
Chinese language is pervaded with evidence of these. Research in this area has usually
sought to identify and catalog aspects of Chinese that embody these sexist cultural
traditions, such as sexist idioms, demeaning words for wife, derogatory terms of address
for women. or the large number of characters containing the female radical ( f t )with
negative connotations. Such elements tend to be rather easily identifiable and have been
some of the earliest aspects to be targeted for linguistic reform. (The Chinese Communist
Party, for example, in their attempts to elevate the status of women and eradicate vestiges
of feudalism, has from time to time officially discouraged use of perjorative terms of
address for women and wives.) Notable contributions have already been made in such
research, but there are certain kinds of sexism in the Chinese language that are more
subtly embedded in the grammar in such a way that they often escape conscious attention.
This article attempts to shed light on some of these phenomena, since it is often in these
hidden patterns of linguistic usage that sexist assumptions and notions are most
powerfully present.
Overt vs. covert linguistic categories
In order to highlight and study these implicit sexist usages, it will be useful to
borrow Whorf's (1956) distinction between overt and covert linguistic categories. Overt
categories (Whorf also uses the term phenotypes) are categories explicitly marked in the
language: covert categories (also called cryptorypes) are meanings not coded explicitly in
grammar or lexicon, but rather emergent only in syntax and various usage patterns in the
language. Farris (1988) was perhaps the first to raise the topic of covert sexist categories
in Chinese, noting ways in which the language implicitly relegates women to a kind of
"negative semantic space." This notion is a constant theme throughout various aspects of
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sexist language in both Chinese and English, and we will deal with it in some detail
below.
Examples of overt categories in English are plural forms (which are explicitly
marked with either -s, -es, or a vowel change). and past tense verbs, which are marked in
various ways according to verb type. An example of a covert category is the class of
intransitive verbs (such as go, gleam, sleep, arrive, appear, etc.). These verbs are on the
surface indistinguishable from transitive verbs like cook, kill, find, or see, until it is
noted that they are not interchangeable in sentence structures like "It was V'ed" ("It was
cooked", "It was killed, "It was seen", etc., where the intransitive class fails: *"It was
gleamed", *"It was slept", *"It was appeared" etc.). In other words, the difference is not
evident from surface level aspects or grammatical markings of the verbs themselves; it is
only through contextual patterns of usage that the two categories emerge (the transitive
category taking objects, the intransitive category not). Another example of a cryptotype
is the set of transitive verbs that in. some way involve covering, enclosing, or surface
attachment, to which the prefix -un may be attached to denote its opposite. Thus we have
a class of items like uncover, uncoil, undress, unfasten, unlock, untangle, untie, unfold,
but not unthink, unmake, unjump, unmelt, unthrow, etc.
As we shall see below, there are many linguistic categories governing male and
female terms and meanings which show sexist patterns that are not necessarily
psychologically evident to speakers, but nevertheless have a powerful reinforcing effect,
in that they fit so searnlessly into the prevailing worldview that they pass unnoticed as
"common sense". - Linguistically, such structures come to be considered as merely
"correct" or "standard. A particular word or idiom perceived as sexist can be rather
easily isolated and gradually weeded out of the language, but sexism more subtly
encoded in patterns of usage is not as easily noticed, much less consciously avoided.
Not all of the subjects examined below constitute covert categories per se, but all are
examples of a kind of sexist bias embedded in the very warp and woof of the language,
and which lie at the boundaries of sociolinguistics, psycholinguistics, and cognitive
psychology.

Gender asymmetry of dyads
Lakoff & Johnson (1980) and other linguists have noted that oppositional and
collocational dyads in English (and perhaps most languages) seem to adhere to a pattem
in which the first component of the pair can be characterized as semantically "plus" and
the second component "minus". The pattern can take various forms: positive-negative,
primary-secondary, prior-subsequent, cause-effect, and so on. Some examples are: good
and bad, active and passive, more o r less, up and down, joys and sorrows, light and
dark, front and back, large and small, tall and short, love and hate, right and wrong,
Heaven and Hell; and so on.1 This pattern is found in Chinese as well: ha'o huai jFf%
("good-bad"), shi Ei Bdb ("right-wrong"), shi f6u E B ("is-not; whether or not7'), dui
cu o Xif (("correct-incorrect"), shiing xiii 17;("up-down"), giin hou $$E("frontback"), d i xi;io ;k/]\("big-small; size"), duo sha'o &*
("many-few"), 150 shao
("old-young"), giTo di i&fR (("high-low"), chiing dusn E% (("long-short"), k u a zhgj

z9

1 There are occasional exceptions to this plus-minus ordering, of course, such as black and white,"The Agony and
the Ecstasy", etc., but these are often for reasons of euphony or special dramatic effect. Some dyads allow for more
flexibility than others.
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("wide-narrow"), yu5n j'in BB ("far-near; distance"), ai hGn Bfi ("love-hate"),
r6ng rii gE ("glory-shame7'), xi ii +E+X("happiness-sorrow"), etc. This ordering
pattern of collocational and oppositional pairs in fact is observed in most languages,
which suggests it is not merely a matter of convention, but very likely reflects basic
aspects of human cognition. Note that the first member of such pairs very often
functions as a generic, or primary category term. For example, the word tall in the dyad
tall-short functions as the generic term in assessments of height. That is, when one says
"How tall is Jane?", there is no assumption that Jane is tall; the question is merely a
neutral one concerning her height. But if one says "How short is Jane?", the assumption
is that Jane is short. And so with questions such as "How
is Jane?", "How &t is
her car?", "How heavy is her suitcase?'etc., where in each case the primary member of
the pair is used to signal neutral quantification.
Such usage patterns are exactly isomorphic to the Chinese case. LAio Zhag yciu dup
? ("How tall is Lao Zhang?") is merely an inquiry as to Lao Zhang's
g~o?
("How short is Lao Zhang?")
height, whereas La'o Zhiing y6u dud gi? g$E$f$@?
assumes Lao Zhang to be short. And so with other quantitative generics: dud yulin?
%& ? ("how far?"), duo ching? $E ? ("how lone?"), etc. Compounds expressing
abstract gradable qualities use the primary component of the dyad for their expression:
ch6ngdb EB ("length"), ku-du
("width"), giiodh
("height"), and so on.
Another example of this positive-negative ordering pattern, one that is so obvious and
pervasive as to perhaps be not worth mentioning, is one of the standard question patterns
in Chinese, V $ V?, as seen in tag questions such as Ha'o bu hio? B$@?("Good,
not-good?"), Dui bu dui? j(if7(;Xif ? ("Correct, not-correct?'), Shi bu shi? E&@ ? ("Is,
not-is?"), and so on. It is seems natural for human categorical logic to place the positive
first, and the negated, modified, or special case second?
Given the longstanding sexist traditions in Western and Chinese culture, it is not
surprising that such asymmetries are also evident in dyads involving gender pairs. Some
examples in ~ n g l i s hare: man a n d woman, he a n d she, boys and girls, brothers and
sisters, husband and wife,sons and daughters, male and female, guys and dolls, Mr. and
Mrs., etc. Names of couples or pairs with male and female members also tend to follow
this order: Jack and Jill, Romeo and Juliet, Hansel and Gretel, Anthony and Cleopatra,
Samson and Delilah, Sonny and Cher, Roy Rogers and Dale Evans, Ike and Tina Turner,
Bums and Allen, and so on.3 Through the nearly invariant male-female ordering, it can
be seen that the male role overall is seen as primary, as normative, as in some sense
defining the adjunct female role.
Examples also abound in Chinese, where the male-female ordering is, if anything,
morejnvariant. The following are just a few examples of male-female dyads in Chinese:
("husband-wife"), fiifu %B ("husband-wife"),
nannii 3 (("man-woman"), fiigi
W-

+ A

zg

*

2 There are, of course, occasional exceptions to the pattern in Chinese, such as h 6 ba'i % ("black white"), which
incidently is paralleled in the English collocation pair black and white, but these are merely exceptions that prove the
rule.
3 The only exception I can think of is "Bonnie and Clyde", in which the order may be for reasons of euphony, or
perhaps due to the sheer novelty of a female bank robber.
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x-$("father-mother")4,

Gba m h a g E @, $9("father-mother"), xidzzgdij i h e i
Eg&R ("brothers-sisters"), krn; JL* or zioii'~* (both meaning "sons-daughters"),
qiiinkun gq (("male-female", "heaven-earth"), idngfkng
(("dragon-phoenix"
[symbolizing male and female, respectively]), etc.5 Of course, there are occasional
("female principle, male
exceptions to this convention in Chinese, such as yi% yiing
principle") but such exceptions (which sometimes equally reflect a sexist basis, as well)6
are rare. Not surprisingly, famous couples in Chinese history and literature are also
conventionally listed in male-female order. Examples are: Liang Shanbo
(B and Zhu
Yingtai
Jia Baoyu B%3 and Lin Daiyu $$gE,
Xu Xian iT(fi and Bai
Suzhen B fi, etc.
The important thing to note is that it is very difficult to make the case that this
virtually invariant asymmetrical pattern is in any way a "natural" ordering (as might be the
case with the other dyads above). There is simply no compelling logical reason why the
female should occupy the secondary or negative semantic slot in the dyad; it is instead a
deeply ingrained linguistic convention reflecting deep-seated underlying cultural
assumptions. Given that women have been conceptually viewed by most societies as less
important, less typical, or even "deviant", it then becomes "natural" for native speakers to
accord them second place in such dyads, on the cognitive model of pairs like up-down,
good-bad, etc.7 This state of affairs goes unnoticed because it is in keeping with a kind
of unspoken "common sense" that is absorbed and accepted (by both males and females)
very early on in childhood during the process of language acquisition. Presumably, in a
hypothetical non-sexist world such gendered dyads would merely be randomly in either
order, or, if there were conventional orderings, they would exhibit no preference for male
over female. English, like all languages, has a large set of collocational pairs with
relatively fixed orders; we speak of knives and forks, dogs and cats (except when it
rains), pens and pencils, meat and potatoes, tables and chairs, B i t s and vegetables, and
so on, but it is obviously difficult to maintain that these orderings reflect anything but
arbitrary convention.
The male-female ordering convention extends to various stock ph~asesand idioms
involving both genders, as evidenced in examples such as ling cai nii miio &P$&@

fi mii

&m

age,

4 Farris (1989) points out that while "mother and father" is an acceptable compound in English,

mii fv @%

("mother-father") in Chinese is not only non-standard, it sounds utterly wrong to Chinese ears.
5 Even the Chinese word-processing software I am using to produce this very article is designed in accordance with

this covention. When I enter the pinyin string tZi, the first three Chinese characters that appear in the selection
2 and f(i$("he, it, she"), in that order. The order the characters is determined by frequency of actual
window are
usage, of course, and it is significant that the female pronoun is of even lower frequency than the inanimate pronoun
tii
(+'it7')!

fa,

6 This is true in English, as well. For example, the standard pair "Ladies and Gentlemen" reverses the male-female

pattern, presumably for chivalrous reasons ("Ladies first!").
7 There are, incidently, fixed compounds in which both gendered and neutral orderings can be seen side-by-side:
V

("male-female old-young", i.e. "everybody"), xiangd; jiEmki E%#lfi
("older brotheryounger brother, older sister-younger sister"), etc. Just as the old-young hierarchy is implicitly recognized, so the
parallel male-female hierarchy is reinforced.

n a n d 15oshho

*
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sPZfi3m

("The man is talented, the woman beautiful"), fu chiing fi sui
("The husband
sings, the wife accompanies") etc. Indeed there was even an entire genre of pre-modern
fiction called ciizi jiabn xZioshu6 $F@h/J\%, novels about "talented young men
beautiful women" that again reinforces this gender ordering.
Thus the entire set of female members of such pairs constitutes a kind of covert
category of dispreferred, de-emphasized, or marginalized items. As we shall see, this
state of affairs manifests itself again and again in the usage patterns of Chinese grammar.

Asymmetric gender defaults of re'n h ("person")
A problem noted in almost all the literature on sexist language in English is the use
of -man as a suffix in words such as businessman, congressman, chairman, mailman,
etc., as well as the use of man as a generic for "humankind" or "person", as in "Man is a
tool-using animal", "manned spacecraft", "one-man show", "manpower" etc.8 Some
Western scholars familiar with Chinese have observed that the problem of such masculine
defaults so common in the English lexicon historically do not arise in Chinese due to the
use of the gender-neutral word rin A (("person") in compounds. For example, a gendermarked English word like businessman becomes shiingr6n fib ("business-person");
Englishman becomes Ykggub r&n
("English-person"), etc. And a sentence such
as "Man is a tool-using animal" becomes R6n shi yhng g6ngjb de yi zh6ng dhngwu
A$&B]~&m-fli&@
("Humans are tool-using animals."). The assumption is that
rkn A, having no gender marking, is roughly equivalent in all cases to the English word
"person" or "human". But as we shall see, in many cases the word actually carries a
strong implicit masculine marking that is only evident when observed in a range of
contexts.
In sentences such as the following, ren A does indeed seem to have no specific
gender association:

Zh&fhgzi zhD sage r6n.

~B7iZZ+Ao

("This room sleeps three persons [rin A].")

Dtng yihuir zai da'. G6ngyong didnhua y6u yige r6n zh&ngzai yhng.

%- $,JLB3T, 283$%fi--+AE&ffl0
("Make the call later. There's a person [rkn A] using the pay phone right now.")

8 The usual response to the claim that such usages are sexist has been that the word man has lost its literal semantic

sense in these cases, and does not psychologically carry any masculine imagery. There is some research that tends to
confirm that man carries a halo of male associations even in such generic cases. Two sociologists at Drake
University, Joseph Schneider and Sally Hacker (1973). asked 300 college students to select from magazines and
newspapers a variety of photographs to illustrate the different chapters of a sociology textbook. Half of the students
were assigned chapter headings like "Social Man", "Industrial Man", and "Political Man". The other half were given
headings like "Society", "People in Industry", and "Political Behavior". The not-too-surprising result was that those
given the headings containing the word "man" overwhelmingly chose photographs of men engaged in the activities
in question, whereas the students who had been given the sex-neutral headings chose more photographs which
included women.
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In such contexts where the unnamed person or persons in question are not intended to
become fully-fledged actors in any discourse, the word seems truly gender neutral.
However, in a large number of linguistic contexts where the listener is required to create a
mental "node" for a person who is to have an important role in a discourse, the use of r h
is somewhat different. An example of such contexts is the beginning of anecdotes,
stories, or jokes. At the outset of a joke, for example, the narrator or writer typically
introduces the main character or characters in a short expository sentence:
Y6u yige rkn, hkn y6u qiiin...

%-+A,

%EGE*.*

("There was a person [rin] who had a lot of money...")

At first sight, the use of rPn in here seems to be the same as in the above two sentences;
in principle, the person could denote either a male or a female. But sentences do not exist
in a vacuum. In the context of tendencies and regularities of Chinese discourse
(subconsciously perceived), such sentences carry a strong male default, for the simple
reason that when the character in question is female, her sex is most often specified at the
outset of the discourse by some gender-specific descriptive term: " Y6u yige fio ta itai..."
&--T
... ("There was an old woman..."), " Y6u y p , , gnniang..."
g-+&$jj$...
("There was a young girl..."), " Y6u yige mtinu ...
("There was a beautiful woman..."), etc. The covert male default of the word r i n is not
evident until one actually examines how it functions in contrast to other overtly marked
terms. The protagonist in a joke is assumed to be male unless otherwise noted.9 And
when the customary gender assumption is violated, the effect can be slightly strange or
disorienting. This can be made clearer by taking some actual beginning sentences of
jokes and anecdotes and seeing what happens when gender references are switched. The
following are typical opening sentences taken from Chinese joke books:

$f-+s&

Y6u yge rkn, la'opsile.

8-+A,

Z&ZT.

("There was a person [rkn] whose wife died.")

Y6u yige rkn, hlin' h6n chiiog.

*-?A,

arm.

("There was a person [rkn] who had a long beard.")

9 Many people have noted that jokes in English that start out with male protagonists ("A man goes into a bar and
orders a drink...") do not establish expectations related to the man's gender, whereas jokes beginning with a female
character ("A woman goes into a bar and orders a drink...") create the anticipation that the woman's sex is going to
play some crucial role in the story. Linguistically-aware feminist friends of mine who try randoinly to include
women characters in jokes are often met with some puzzlement at the punchline. "But why a woman?..." the
listener asks, feeling (perhaps justifiably) that the joke-teller would not have "gone out of their way" to introduce a
woman into the discourse for "no reason at all". A woman in a joke is still perceived as a special case. It would be
as if the joke began "A 650-lb. fat man walked into a bar and ordered a drink...", after which the ensuing story made
no further mention of the man's obesity. The information would be perceived as being gratuitous.
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The rbn in these examples is clearly male. If the word rkn were truly gender neutral, one
would expect that the word could equally apply to female characters in a similar context.
However, note the effect of the word in similar sentences where the referent is female:

Y6u yige rkn, zhangfu sile.

%-+A,

st%&?,

("There was a person [rgn] whose husband died.")

Y6u y ige r6n, shencii hCn miiotiao.

A

, B;t.A%REg0

("There was a person [rgn] who had a slender figure;" The word miaotiao
is used exclusively to describe women.)

Most Chinese speakers notice a slight sense of strangeness about these examples. One
almost feels as if a crucial bit of information was missing from the outset-namely, the
sex of the new person introduced into the discourse. Since "female" is not specified, the
assumption is that the person is male, and thus one feels slightly "tricked" when the
second part of the sentence reveals the person to be female.
This sort of "substitution game" reveals even more striking asymmetries if one tries
to substitute the word rin for gender-specific terms. For example, note the following
two sentences, both taken from Chinese joke books:
Sentence 1:
Y6u yige laiitbur, tiiintjiin rang 2
3 la'opo mo niiirou man.

a

- xxit~~~a4~rmm..-

("There was an old man who had his wife make him beef noodles every
day.")
Sentence 2:
Y6u yfw& xia'ojie &i h a i i shai tiiiyriog, chuiingzhe siindilinshi y6uyGngyilf..

G-Gti/l\fHE@%@rnkrn,
%B?,m#%Z.**

('There was a young woman sunbathing at the beach, wearing a bikini...")

What happens if we replace the words liiotour %X)L ("old man"), and xiiiojie
("young woman") with the supposedly gender-neutral rkn A?:
Sentence 1a:
Y6u yige rkn, tiiintim r;ing la'opo zuo nit%u mian.

%'-+A,

%%ikNZ@i&+RH-*a

('There w-as a person [ r i n ] who had his wife make him beef noodles every
day.")
Sentence 2a:
Y6u yige rkn zii hailgn sh& tGya'ng, chuiingzhe siindihshi y6uyCingylf..

G --+A&@8#5%M, % Z Z , ~ ~ B % ~ * . .

("There was a person [rgn] sunbathing at the beach, wearing a bikini...")

/]\$a
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Because of the strong male default for ren, the actual information lost by its substitution
in sentence la. is merely the age of the (male) person in question, and so the immediate
effect is benign; the listener experiences no gender confusion. The substitution of rkn in
2a., however, seems to have a slightly strange and disorienting effect; a subtle,
subconscious assumption about the gender of the person is violated. In such contexts it
would seem somewbat more natural to be more specific: yi w2i xi5ojiZ -fcl]\frl ("a
young lady"), yige niide --+&@I("a female"), etc.
Thus the word ren in actual use is not as gender-neutral as is usually supposed;
psycholinguistically, it has strong implicit masculine connotations. As the usage patterns
of the word become fixed in their cultural context, the implicit male imagery of rkn in
everyday discourse gradually becomes the "normative" case. with nzrin *A, "$emale
person", becoming a specially marked form.10
There are, of course, several compounds in which r6n A connotes females, for
example rnEir6n ah,jiiiren fkh,lir6n mA (all three basically meaning "beautiful
woman"), nt?i r t n fiA ("interior/inside person", i.e. "wife"), m t i r i n @A11
("matchmaker, go-between"), but these are special cases that clearly denote traditional or
stereotypical female attributes or roles. Most other compounds predictably behave
according to the principle of the "male as default": yiiorin E A ("VIP"), shingrin Z A
("sage"), cciirkn ;ifA ("person of talent"), wEir6n fib ("great person"), f;iming6n
E f l A ("inventor"), etc., all of which are equally unmarked, but are most often assumed
to be male in actual daily use. Of course, this is because in a male-dominated culture,
VIP's, sages, great personages, inventors, etc. will statistically more often be male, and
thus it is easy for these unmarked terms to take on masculine connotations. We will have
more to say about this below, but it is important to note here that often terns like
shengrin ZA ("sage") and cairkn $A ("person of talent") !ave special female-marked
('yemale person of
equivalents like shingnii z k ('yemale sage") and cainii
talent"), and the presence of these gendered lexical items serve to reinforce the masculine
associations of the unmarked items, much in the way that the masculine assumptions of
words like comedian and hero are reinforced by the existence of female-marked
alternatives like comedienne and heroine. And, as usual with such terms, the male form
in the plural can denote both sexes, whereas the female term is restricted to women; a list
of "historical heroes" might include Joan of Arc, but a list of "historical heroines" could
never include, say, Paul Revere.

$*

Asymmetry in pronoun usage
The masculine default for the word r6n A naturally bleeds into the third-person
t I&, which also has strong male defaults, as in the
masculine singular in Chinese, H
following example:

D a g yige r6n gciqi ycingqi jju hui z6u xiihg

su6 xiwring qu de difang.

10 Farris (1988) also points out that rbn

in idioms often has strong male defaults, as in the idiom Rin jie'di ling
the people [rkn] are heroic, the country is auspicious"), and the proverb used to describe a
promiscuous woman, Rkn jh k Z f i A@FJ* ("Any person [ren, i-e., "man" in this case] can be her husband").

Azaz ("When

11 Note that the female radical in the first character of this compound further reinforces the default female
associations of the word.
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3-'F A3B%5&;3cgZ@1~Pfi%S&m~Z0

("When a person [re'n A] musters [his1 courage, [he] will head in the
direction he [tli #] wants to go.")
The problem here is exactly isomorphic to the tradition in English of using the word he in
generic contexts. Does the use of f i @ here assume a male referent, or is the usage truly
generic? As with English, the usual response is that the pronoun tZ # in such contexts
has simply taken on a generic meaning, and does not exclude women. But how valid is
this justification? In recent years there have been psycholinguistic studies that cast doubt
on such claims:
(1) The male generic is problematic when the referent is female. In one sense, the best
evidence that the generic he/tZ is not truly gender neutral is that when the referent is
clearly female, the male pronoun results in a ludicrous clash of imagery. Sentences like
"Everyone in New York State is entitled to an abortion if he wants it', (Hill & Mannheim
1992, p. 388), and "Menstrual pain accounts for an enormous loss of manpower hours,"
(Martyna 1983, p. 31). Examples in Chinese are equally bizarre. No competent Chinese
writer would ever produce a sentence like the following: DSng yige rkn sheng haizi de
shihou, tii... 3-+h$&F $!Jhlsrf{E, i&..
("When a person gives birth to a child,
l M 1..."). The evidence is that, unless the context demands a fe.male, the default image is
of a male.

(2) The word ~he/ta@tends to be used in cases where the referent is likelv to be female.
An survey of psychology textbooks (American Psychological Association, 1975) found
that hypothetical professors, physicians, and psychologists in college textbooks tended to
be referred to with the pronoun he, while the pronoun she was more common when the
antecedent references were hypothetical nurses, teachers, and librarians. While I know
of no formal survey of such pronoun usages in Chinese, my own impression is that
Chinese texts also tend to apply the female pronoun in contexts where a generic pronoun
would seem to be required, though the occupation in question is statistically more likely
to be female. ( Ydu&yuiin iiioshig6ngzub hZn xiiikfi, 6rqiE tamen de g6ngzihEn dL
~ J L ~ ~ ~ I { ~
~ ~
% ~~ f~ ~% l , ~ I"Chinese
$ ! f Kindergarten
% ~ f ~ teachers
D
have a hard job, plus their [f&{ll@]
pay is low.") Again, if the masculine pronoun truly
has a generic function, why would writers feel the need to opt for the female pronoun for
occupations traditionally held by women?
(3) Ex~erimentsshow that readers tend to identify the referent for ~ e n e r i cmasculine
pronouns as male. not neutral. MacKay (1980) actually conducted an experiment to test
gender imagery associated with the generic use of he. Ten U.C.L.A. students (five male
and five female) were given two paragraphs containing the generic he referring to neutral
antecedents (person, writer, etc.). After reading the paragraphs, they answered three
multiple choice questions, one of which indirectly assessed comprehension of the generic
he and its antecedents. In reference to a textbook paragraph about "a beginning writer",
the question testing comprehension of the pronoun he was: "The beginning writer
discussed in the paragraph is (a) male; (b) female; (c) either male or female." Only 20%
of the subjects consistently chose alternative (c); 80% of the subjects revealed masculine
imagery on 63% of the trials, responding with (a) "male", rather than (c). Women made
exactly as many errors as men, and in no case did the error involve choosing (b)
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"female". More evidence for masculine associations of the generic he comes from
Martyna (1978a, 1978b), who showed that women use he as a default pronoun less than
men do, more often preferring alternatives such as they and he or she. While one must
be cautious in inferring psychological facts about Chinese based on evidence from the
English psycholinguistic world, one can be relatively certain that the default masculine tg
# also semantically triggers the notion of "male person" rather than simply "person".
Many Chinese writers have become aware of this problem, and have begun to apply
the same solution available to writers of English, namely using "#3&&"
or "~&/~lh"
("he
or she", "he/she") for each referent of unspecified sex. Of course, as many have pointed
out, this solution raises the problem of the male-dominant order of dyads; the "natural"
male-female ordering perpetuates the sexist assumption of the male as prior, while
reversing the order ("she or he", k&&f-&$) is seen as distractingly unusual or even
stridently political. The only other alternative, namely alternating the two orderings
randomly in a book or article, is felt by many to be equally distracting and burdensome.
This problem does not arise in the Chinese spoken language, of course, since the
word tii simply codes for third-person singular, the male-female-neutedinanimate
distinctions reflected only later on in the writing system. This seems to be a case where
the handling of gender information in the lexicon can have psycholinguistic implications
for linguistic relativity. From the point of view of English, it is interesting that often a
person not present can be mentioned continually in a given discourse for quite some time
without the listener necessarily assigning a gender to the mental representation for that
person. Many years ago I was part of a translation team in Beijing that included a female
physics professor who had left the team early on, and who several members had never
met. Since we were revising texts she had translated, her name came up dozens of times
over the course of several weeks. At one point far into the project, one of the members
asked "Is this Professor Wang a man or a woman?' My colleague was able to build up a
quite complex mental image of the person that nevertheless did not include what for
English speakers would be the most basic and (seemingly) crucial bit of information: her
gender. This state of affairs is quite impossible in any language with gendered pronouns
(and gender-explicit given names), but I have since encountered it countless times in the
Chinese linguistic environment.12
It is instructive to look at the origins of the character tii ?&to see how sexist defaults
led to the current situation with the Chinese pronoun system. Prior to the May Fourth
Movement, there was only one written form for the third-person singular, the genderneutral character tii #. Later, due to the influence of foreign languages and the
necessities of translation, prominent figures in the May Fourth Movement such as Lu
Xun and Zhou Zuoren began to suggest creating a new character or characters to
represent male and female third-person pronouns in the written language. According to

12 It should be noted that even in the case where the sex of the person is obvious or specifically noted in Chinese,
the information about their gender is still not a property of the word itself, but rather incorporated as background
knowledge. Thus one constantly hears Chinese people who speak English as a second language--even those who
speak English quite fluently and who have been in the United States for years-make elementary mistakes in
pronoun usage like "You should meet my wife, he...I mean she...", whereas speakers of European languages seldom
make this mistake. Chinese speakers are simply not accustomed to including information about the person's gender
in the pronoun itself.
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a

Ling (1989), the first to advocate the use of
as the feminine written form while using
the existing {fi as the masculine form was the poet and linguist Liu Bannong
189 1- 1934). Interestingly, though Liu's proposal elicited much debate as to whether the
introduction of any new characters was truly necessary, no one at the time raised the
obvious possibility of creating a symmetrical character for the masculine third-person
singular as well, thus leaving ilf! as a gender-inclusive third-person pronoun. In the
1920's a few writers did propose, in the interests of gender equality, such a character
1880-1932) actually
with a "male" radical, written !&b . Poet Liu Dabai (Xu*
employed this character in his writing for a time during the early 193OYs,
but the character
Ling (1989) explains the reason for the
never achieved the widespread popularity of
as follows:
failure of the character

(ftq*e

a.

Since the third-person pronoun in Chinese was originally genderless, there was an objective
for the third-person singular. Thus,
need to create feminine and neutral characters & and
there was no need to denote masculinity; and since there was no need for such a character, to
create one naturally would have been superfluous."l3

It is mildly incredible that a contemporary scholar researching the very origins of this
asymmetrical "solution" to the Chinese pronoun problem would blindly perpetuate the
very sexist assumptions that gave rise to the situation. It is jolting and disheartening to
see the flawed logical argument that evidently was subconsciously operative at the time
here spelled out so transparently and uncritically. That Ling can baldly assert that there
was somehow an "objective need" for feminine and gender-neutral characters when he
has just stated that the original character
was already gender-neutral is a testament to
the intellectual stranglehold male chauvinist assumptions can exert on people.14 Note
also that he seems not to have noticed that originally {$.$was not, strictly speaking,
gender-neutral, but rather gender- inclusive, covering either male or female, while
("it") was truly genderless, used for inanimate reference.
The "inevitable" failure of the symmetric character $t!J meant that, once again
women were linguistically relegated to a special class. If the non-sexist solution had been
adopted, modem written Mandarin would have the following symmetrical, gender-equal
pronoun system:

----c 1h "person, human"
Jj&

I%A"man"

&j

"woman"

Instead, the pronoun system which resulted from the introduction of &fj
is thus:
13 Original Chinese:

" e j % ~ i ~ % Z A % ~ ~ ~ ~kJ%
7@%6l%$I?J%7
# ~ % % ~ , ~#@~'kkl#kfh?

@ z F , @IH$~&&%S%&~ZSZ?~
EX&>%,APXlEEB%?F, a%fE&TB&*
14 This sort of logical lapse based on deeply-ingrained assumptions is actually rather pervasive. I once ran across a
college French textbook that stated matter-of-factly that "Unlike French, English-language nouns have no feminine
form"; the assumption being that, in a language without grammatical gendcr, all the nouns are masculine by default!
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'/ 1

3h "man'?
"person, human" (in the plural form {*f] and in generic reference)

The character rkn A serves a double function, either denoting humanity in general, or
males in particular. Females are left to a special linguistic category all their own, outside
of the general category of human -they are "out of the club", so to speak.
Interestingly, even the second-person singular ha$ fallen victim to this phenomenon
as more and more people (mainly in Taiwan and Hong Kong) are beginning to use a
relatively new character for the second-person singular n i B ("you [female]") with the
female radical (*),
which is in opposition to the formerly gender-neutral character ni$$
with the "person" radical ( 1). Thus, the exact same gender inequality has been
expanded to this case, as well. The character {& now refers to either males o r those of
unspecified gender (or both males and females in the plural n h e n ##']),whereas the
character $3 can only refer to females.
This introduction of a specific written form t o differentiate male from female
pronouns opens the door for certain kinds of anthropomorphic assigning of gender to
inanimate or conceptual entities. Just as in English it is common to refer to a ships, cars,
or countries with gendered pronouns, since the introduction of gendered pronoun
characters, Chinese writers now can apply gender to any entity, as in this example:

'cPB;t?% E%EB@%@rJ#mIf:!l%
o @!JYJABR #tkEE&.
..

"China Spring is a publication started by students from the mainland. In the
nine years since its publication, she [ts B]has become ..."
Of course, China, as other cultures, has always attributed gender to certain inanimate or
abstract things (the Communist Party, for example, is characterized as a nurturing
mother); this new development merely opens the door to more indiscriminant (and
sometimes sexist) anthropomorphism.

Covert sexism involving the female radical fC
Countless scholars have pointed out that a great many characters with the female
radical have perjorative, negative, or distasteful meanings (for example, the character j&
W; (R) a pictograph with three women, meaning "wicked, evil, treacherous; illicit sexual
relations"). But what is seldom noted is the more significant fact, while characters with
the female radical are quite numerous (the 1989 edition of Cihai ((@@)) includes a total
of 275), there is no male radical at all! (In characters such as shEng ("nephew"), niiio
("uncle"), one could consider that the component 9 carries a
("tease"), and jiu
masculine semantic function, though in no case does it function as the radical.) But as
we have pointed out, in some sense there is no need for a male radical, since "male" is the
implicit default in so many characters and concepts; the seemingly gender-inclusive rPn
radical ( 1) in most cases actually signals maleness just as surely as the female radical
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marks femaleness. "Persons" are by and large men, and thus it is the female that is
perceived as requiring a special marking.
It is difficult to assess the psycholinguistic salience of radicals for Chinese readers.
Some studies suggest that characters, when used as radicals, tend to lose their semantic
content. (For example, experimental subjects sometimes do not even notice that groups
of stimulus characters share a common radical. See experiments surveyed in Hoosain,
1991, pp. 83-84.) It is almost certainly the case that the importance of radicals in
remembering, writing, and understanding characters is highly variable and contextdependent. For instance, while the function of the water radical is no doubt fairly salient
("wine"), y6u
("oil"), and yfi $& ("fishing"), no doubt the
in characters like ji6
("law") or Hhn
semantics of the radical is virtually "dead" in characters like f;i
("Han dynasty/nationalityAanguage").
This same degree of variable psychological salience is evident in characters with the
female radical. Many such characters are quite obviously related to the social status of
women or to female physiology, or stereotypical feminine traits: for example, q T $
("wife7'),fu
("married woman"), ma' tq ("mother"), jig @ ("older sister"), ji ?&
("prostitute"), jia @ ("to many [of a woman]"), ji ?&("jealous"), jia #f ("wicked, evil,
treacherous; illicit sexual relations"), w5n fi ("beautiful, elegant"), jiao & (("tender,
pampered, etc."), xian #6J ("refined, elegant [of a woman]"), jin # ("aunt"), etc. There
are other characters with the female radical whose female connotations are quite subtle or
("suspicious"), yu
only dimly evokedls: miao f$ ("marvelous, wonderful"), xian
("amusement, pleasure"), shan ?@ ("change, evolve"), etc. And there are still other
characters with the female radical that doubtless evoke no female imagery whatsoever in
("want"), Yao @k (a
the minds of speakers: r u $0 ("if'), s h i @ ("begin"), yao
surname), etc. The important point to note is that the feminine associations of various
characters carrying the female radical need not be psycholinguistically active in the mind
of the reader at each appearance of any given character for the reinforcement of sexist
assumptions to be in place. Rather, it is the cumulative and pervasive presence of this
factor integrated over a lifetime of conscious and subconscious language use that
concerns us here.

*a

a

Asymmetries in forms of address
While the system of terms of address in Mandarin is sociolinguistically quite
complex and differs from that of English in a number of ways. it is interesting to what
extent the sexist asymmetries almost exactly parallel those of English. The standard
married-unmarried distinction marked for women in English has traditionally been the
and the term
case in Chinese, as well (the term Miss being equivalent to xiiojie,!t$\]/
M r s . equivalent to taitai *A), with only one term (Mr., xiksheng Eg)for both
married and unmarried males. In addition, just as couples have traditionally been referred

*

15 And I am speaking here of the subconscious gender imagery of modern Mandarin speakers with regards to the
characters, not of the historical reasons for the use of the female component in the character.
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to formally using the husband's name ("Mr. and Mrs. Jack Smith"), so Chinese
newspapers refer to Fang Lizhi and his wife as FSng Liztu'fifii 3@~2kQ.l6
Wu (1991) notes that roles of respect and authority such as shgd
("master
(("fatherof the country") are virtually always accorded to
craftsman") and guifd
and gubmii E@are merely
males, and thus the seemingly symmetric terms s&fi
polite terms of address for the wives of such people; terms for independent and equal
female fillers of the roles do not exist.17 By contrast, even though many people now use
ig
("boss mother") to refer to a woman of the
the gender-specific term ~ ~ o h i i i%&@
same economic position of power as a l5obi.n %& ("boss"), the term is often conflated
with the wife of a boss who is economically dependent upon her husband; there is no
truly independent term for a female boss. One solution to this problem is to simply
address the woman with the term that has traditionally denoted the male (liiobiin %&), in
hopes that the term will assume a gender-neutral quality (much in the way that the word
w h g 3,"old man", in biiwanfirweng
millionaire^', has lost its literal
such usages still tend to assume the
meaning). However, as with the character tii
male as the "normative" or "generic" member, with women once again consigned to a
"non-male" role; the few women who succeed in entering into these male occupational
domains find that they are nevertheless unable to achieve a fully independent and
normative semantic status in the linguistic domain. This often results in such terms,
in everyday discourse
when applied to a woman, being prefixed with nu ;hor ntlde
in order to avoid the person in question being mistaken for a man. We will have more to
say on this topic in the next section.
The term xiiTnsheng %&, in addition to functioning as a standard term of address
for males ("Sir, Mr."), has also traditionally been used in academia as a polite form of
address for a teacher who has achieved a great degree of respect and achievement (and
such teachers were usually male, of course!). I have been surprised to find that women
professors to this day are often respectfully addressed in this way in book inscriptions or
letters. Xiiinsheng as a term of address applied to a woman academician has a double
meaning; not only has she achieved great success in her field, but she has also shown
herself to be able to compete on equal footing with men. Such a term of address not only
neutralizes the woman's gender, but once again relegates her to a "special case" within
the male-centered domain.
Wu et al(1995) point out that ge'menr ?$ JLfUJL ("pal, buddy", lit. "older brother"
+ plural suffix), a term connoting a chummy bond between males, has no female

fiix

fl@x

mifi-$

'nxg$$,

16 Chinese is somewhat more egalitarian in this regard, however, since it is possible (but not as common) for the

woman to be the defining member of the pair. Thus, while no American newspaper would refer to Elizabeth Taylor
and her latest un-famous husband as 'Mr. and Mrs. Elizabeth Taylorn, Chinese newspapers do occasionally refer to
the famous Chinese actress Gong Li %@jand her husband as G6ng Li fifi R@!!&fi
(&'Mr.and Mrs. Gong Li ").
But note the strange gender asymmetry that results from such usages; the order of the term of address, fifi &j13
("husband-wife") still falls into the pattern of sexist dyads discussed above. There is no possibility of reversing the
order when the woman is the primary member of the pair, e.g. G6ng Li fufu R@JB&
("Mr. and Mrs. Gong Li").
There remains a residual sense that the wife is slill an adjunct to the husband.
17 Similarly, Hofstadter (1985) notes that ari informal title like "the King of Comedy" applied to a male comedic
actor implies that the performer is the best among all his peers, both male and female, but the title "the Queen of
Comedy" applied to a woman implies that she is merely the best suchfemale performer.
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equivalent. As a result, many men use this gender-marked word to address or refer to
close female friends, and many women also use the term among themselves to refer to or
directly address other close female friends. Another option that has arisen is to use a
parallel term patterned on the male terrn, jiimenr jlf] JL (lit. "older sister" + plural
suffix). But in both cases, the female is somewhat marginalized; either she borrows a
male term that etymologically had (and still retains) male connotations, or she creates a
female equivalent that is nonetheless patterned after the male term. Either way, the term
is subconsciously perceived as merely a copycat version of a male-defined category.18
A full treatment of forms of address in Mandarin is beyond the scope of this paper.
But a more systematic survey would no doubt reveal the same underlying pattern
throughout; almost invariably, the female is linguistically treated as kind of diminutive
version of the male standard, an imitation, or a Johnny-come-lately (or should I coin the
term "Janey-come-lately"?).

Asymmetric gender marking in vocabulary items
As already mentioned, many scholars researching sexism in English have noted that
women engaged in traditionally male occupations are often referred to with a gendermarked term involving the addition of a prefix "woman" or "female" to the standard
occupation term. For example, when a truck driver happens to be a woman, she is
referred to as a "woman truck driver" or a "female truck driver". Farris (1989) notes that
this state of affairs is seen in Chinese, as yell. Just as "doctor" becomes "woman
doctory',yi%hEng g+.(("doctor"), becomes nii yisheng *E$ ("female doctor"). But if
the driver, doctor, author, police officer, scholar, president, etc., is a man, no such male
gcnder marker is added.19 Using the same logic, we can infer the origin of the term
niiqiangrgn k
("female strong person"). If the qicingrkn $5A "strong person" in
question is male, there is no need to specify the gender - it goes without saying. The
case of a female "strong person" is an exceptional case, a curious footnote in the maledominated discourse. In addition, the literary term zhiir6ngGng
("protagonist")
includes both male and female characters; the term nzzhiir6ng6ng f t & A ~(",female
protagonist") is gratuitous and only serves to perpetuate the notion of women as special
and second class.
Again, the Chinese word processor I am using to create this document has built in
to its character entry dictionary several good examples of this asymmetry. One of the
features of the software is that when the user enters a given character, in the character
window will automatically appear a list of words and compounds for which the character
entered is the first element. When I enter the character nan % ("man, male"), there
-

-

-

-

18 This state of affairs is quite reminiscent of the way in which the word guys as a form of address, which originally
was an informal word applied to any group of males with which the speaker wished to convey a sense of cornraderie,
has been extended to mixed-gender groups or groups of women. The phrase "You guys" is now as likely to be
uttered by a sorority member to her fellow members as it is to be said by a football coach to his team. Used in the
singular as a common noun rather than a form of address, the word still denotes males only.
19 If the occupation in question is one normally taken by women - such as nurse, secretary, etc. - a male taking

on the role is also often referred to with a correspondingly marked term: "male nurse", "male secretary", etc.
However, since the number of professional roles dominated by women has so far been rather small, this mirrorimage type of gender marking is far rarer.
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automatically pops up a set of characters that can follow it in compouns: rkn
as in the
("man"), z i 3 as in the compound ndnzi g F ("man, male"),
compound nanrkn
and so on. The list is quite small, only nine items. But when I enter the character
I get a very different and much longer list of possible compounds, including niig6ng
*I ("female worker9'), niibiog
("female soldier"), n g s h ~ n*#j ("goddess"),
nEqicingrbn k $gA ("female strong~erson"),n&:qingnia'n
ft ("female youth"),
nEhucing
("female emperor"), niitongzhi k & ("female comrade"), and so on.
Of course, my word processor is not special in this way; there are a greater number
of such female-marked terms in any Chinese dictionary. The interesting question is why
such words with the nu &$refix are accorded the status of separate words. After all,
the 9aracters nrin 3 and nu k could be affixed to any term for any occupation or role.
If niig6ng k 1 ("female worker") is counted as a lexical item, why n 2 na'ngong EL
("male worker")? If it seemed worthwhile to include the special term niitdngzhi
("female comrade"), why not the symmetrical term nantbngzhi 3 & (("male
comrade")? And note that English dictionaries certainly do not include entries like "lady
lawyer" or "female doctor", which would be considered compound terms made up of two
distinct words. Why should the Chinese lexicon include such items?
- Part of the explanation may lie with the question of how tightly bound a given
Chinese compound is. Because the principle of affixation functions differently in
Chinese than in English, and because Chinese has no orthographic convention
corresponding to word boundaries in alphabetic languages, word tdentity is perhaps
psycholinguisticall less clear inv C h i n e s e 9 Does &he prefix n ii
("female") in
9
compounds like nushin *#,nuhuring
and nii yfiheng *E$.,
result in these
being perceived psycholinguistically as analytical two-word phrases corresponding to the
English "female god", "female doctor", and "female emperor", or as more tighly-bound
chunks like "goddess", "empress" or (to coin an equivalent term) "doctoress"? And do
different compounds have different degrees of "wordness", depending on frequency?
This problem is somewhat isomorphic to the word man in English, which seems to
be bound with various strengths to other words in compounds such as chairman,
postman, ice cream man, straight man, middle man, omsbudman, Superman, he-man,
Peking Man, Sand Man, businessman, marksman, bogeyman, salesman, repaiman, best
man, madman, tax man, etc. It can be seen from these examples that the notion of a
word is rather blurry in English as well, and our notion of which of these lexical items
constitute a word and which are composed of two or more words is strongly influenced
by our orthographical conventions as well as semantic factprs.21
At any rate, the perceived need to add a clarifying nu
prefix is often a reflection
of the statistical distribution of the genders in various occupations in the real world,
which often vary from culture to culture. For example, it is simply a statistical fact that

*,

*

*a

*m,&

*

*$,

*

-

-

-

-

20 Hoosain (1992) tested Chinese subjects for their knowledge of word boundaries by asking them to divide the

string of characters in various texts into words, and found that even highly-educated Chinese speakers have weak
meta-linguistic awareness of the distinction between words vs. characters.
21 Hofstadter (1985)-notes that a possible indication of how tightly these "man" suffixes are bound to the word in

question is that in tightly-bound ones the suffix tends to be pronounced with a shwa (chiir'man) rather than with the
short vowel (ch5r0m'in), and this may provide a clue as to how strongly the word evokes masculine imagery, as
well.
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taxicab drivers in both Chinese and American cultures are predominantly male, while
nurses are predominantly female, and it would be strange if our mental assumptions did
not reflect this fact. In Russia during the last few decades, there have been more female
doctors than male doctors, and it would not be surprising to find that the average person
in that country would be less likely to have strong male associations for this occupation.
Of course, very few such words have 100% male or female default associations in any
culture; rather, we tend to have certain default tendencies based on our experience of the
world. Words in English such as "teacher", "rock-and-roll guitarist", "hairdresser",
"mayor", "scientist", "serial killer", "nurse", "welder", etc. all have a subtle "halo" of
gender associations, just as corresponding words in Chinese have. Though these words
have no explicit gender marlung and thus on the surjace are free of any sexist bias, the
fact is that the world itself is not free of sexist bias, and there are noticeable gender
asymmetries in all areas. Though cognitive defaults can sometimes lead one astray, they
are merely the mind's pragmatic way of paring down the daunting complexity of the
world to a manageable level.22
Thus, as with the word rkn A, many of these terms carry strong covert male
associations. This exerts a subconscious effect on the interpretation of a given sentence.
The mind tends to attempt to assign gender imagery to words that otherwise should be
neutral. This sentence taken from a Chinese joke book (which I have slightly altered)
illustrates the point:

Yi wki xu6zhE zai xin hijn y h Cr zhiji, r6ngra'n sh6u bu shi juan d6 shii,
zhhgfu fenfen ma'iyuin drio...

-

2

,5

% Ttk&&
B!&B..

("A just-married scholar on the first night of the honeymoon continued to read
and study without letup. Her husband complained, saying...")
Most people feel a slight jolt of surprise upon reading the word zhangfu f
("husband"); the default assumption that the scholar is male suddenly has to be mentally
revised. (I have switched the sex of protagonists, of course.) In the absence of a gender
marker, we assume the person in question to $e m e otherwise the sentence would have
"a female scholar".
begun by referring to the scholar as yiw2i nu xukzhC
Most of the time, in our daily language use, these expectations are not violated, and our
defaults pass unnoticed and invisible. It is only when we encounter an atypical,situation
that we become aware that much of the information of the sentence was not in the
sentence itself, but supplied by our default assumptions.
These assumptions are also context dependent; the mind takes into account
statistical gender probabilities based upon the information given. For example, the word
la'oszzm (("teacher"), is perhaps more likely to evoke female imagery when we are
speaking of an elementary school teacher, but will be more likely to evoke male imagery
when the context refers to college teachers, who are predominantly male.
Again. it should be stressed that this son of probabilistic default is a natural and
useful cognitive function. In dealing with virtually every situation one encounters and in
understanding nearly every sentence one hears, it is necessary to call on a host of

--~~*~~,

22 Hofstadter (1985) has the most thought-provoking and entertaining treatment of this cognitive aspect of gender
defaults that I know of.
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assumptions based upon our experiences in the real world. Since genders are not evenly
distributed in all occupations, there will be inevitable gender asymmetries in our default
associations. If nothing else, this fact underscores the fact that language reform with
regard to sexism cannot be carried out independently of social, economic, and political
reforms. As society evolves, the language will natural evolve along with it.
Another linguistic phenomenon related to the gender asymmetry of roles in zociety
is exemplified by *words like jiating zhirfh %E&EJ
("housewife"), jinii g&
("prostitute"), chfinii &*("virgin"), and the above-mentioned example guofu BX
("father of the country"). The gender asymmetry of these terms lies not in their gender
associations per se, but in the fact that there exist no corresponding terms at all for
persons of the opposite sex who might occupy these roles. For example, whether in
China or the West, the spouse who traditionally remains at home and takes care of the
housework has been the wife. Thus, both the word "housewife" in English and jjahng
zhfifu
in Chinese seem to have no corresponding terms "househusband or
jia'tingzhiifi %E$k ("househusband").23 It is the female sex tha: has historically
given sexual favors for monetary return, and hence the term jinii && (literally,
"prostitute-female"). Though the emergence of the corresponding phenomenon involving
males might seem to require terms like jinhz &$% ("prostitute-male") or ncinji !jFjj&
("male-prostitute"), such words have not become common. The case of chiin; &*
("virgin", literally "in-the-house female") reveals society's different expectations for
males and females with regards to sexual morality. Society expects the woman to have
no sexual experience before marriage, whereas there is not such a strong requirement for
the male; thus the symmetrical term chfinh &% ("in-the-house male") never arose in the
language. As one final example, teachers in nursery schools are almost exclusively
women, and are addressed as iiyi RbB ("auntie"). Wu (1991) cites an amusing article in
the Guangming Daily about the phenomenon of males taking on this occupation,
reporting that they are sometimes referred to not with the corresponding form of address
shnshu
("uncle"), as one might expect, but as huzi 8 y i @Tmb!("bearded
aunties") !

z&za

Asymmetries in jib Jej( and qir
As mentioned above, even when two symmetrical terms exist for both genders,
there are often differences in the way the terms behave syntactically that reflect sexist
("to marry [of a man]") and jih &t ("to marry [of a man]")
attitudes. For example, qii
would at first sight seem to be symmetrical verbs, but the pattern of usage reveals
significant differences? Liu (1991) has systematically studied the syntactic behavior of
these two words, and has shown how their use embodies traditional sexist traditions and
notions concerning marriage in Chinese culture. In the context of usage, the verb jiii &$
23 This is related to a term common in American newspapers,female-headed households. Virtually no one perceives
this term as sexist, and yet the obvious underlying assumption is that any household with both a mother and father

is by default headed by the male. There is no symmetrical term male-headedhouseholds to denote singlefathers with
children; or if such a term were used, it would simply be interpreted as denoting the standard nuclear family, in
contrast to the case where the father was absent.
24 We note in passing the obvious fact that both characters have the female radical IfT -a

the start.

curious asymmetry from
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is associated with concepts like gZi g ("for, give"), diiio f$ ("drop, lose" [resultative
verb expressing loss, discarding, or disappearance]), ch0qu ~2 (resultative suffix
expressing movement away, disappearance, or elimination), and so on, whereas the verb
gii
triggers a semantic field of connotations related to "acquisition", "gain", etc. For
example:

Chiinhuiijia le gEi XXia'oLi:

BzBT%~J~+o

("Chunhua mamed Xiao Li-")

Chiinhug y6u piiioliang y6u y6u qign, w2ishenme z6ng shi jii bu dido (chiiqu)?

% Z X ~ ~ ~ X%fia,g\&q@F
% ~ ,
( $&-1

?

("Chunhua is beautiful and rich. Why hasn't she been married off?")

XiZo Z h a g bi Chiinhug qii le.

~J\$kE%%%
To

("Xiao Zhang married Chunhua.")
Chiinhug bZi Xiio Z h a g qii le wei qL

%Z@Bfi/].%%T
%go

("Chunhua was taken by Xiao Zhang as his wife.")
and jici
is
Liu notes that the relationship implied in grammatical oppostion of qii
similar to the opposition of "obtain vs. give" or to that of "agent/actor (Eg)
vs.
object/acted-upon (39)".
Thus q6 is semantically associated with or functionally
("to take"), di jg ("to get, obtain"), huh
equivalent to such concepts as qii
("win"), etc. The male subject of the verb qir
("achieve, get"), m5 5 ("buy"), ying
is always the recipient of the action which is "for"
%) him. Jici @, on the other
("give to"), -hi
&
hand, is associated with the category of verbs that includes song
("to sell"), shii $@ ("to lose"), etc. In other words, the female is always the object of the
action-a passive, relatively powerless element, both linguistically and culturally. The
covert categories revealed in these patterns are remarkable examples of a social inequality
reflected directly in the grammar of the language itself.

a

(s,

Conclusion
All the above phenomena in both English and Chinese have in common the implicit
relegating of women to secondary or special status. To borrow a term from linguist Julia
Stanley (1977b), females in linguistic discourse occupy what might be called "negative
semantic space". The worldview promulgated, says Stanley, is one with males at the
center of the universe, defined as the "Self', while women are relegated to the status of
"Other7'. And this gender orientation is expressed in countless explicit and implicit ways,
in all the cultural domains in which language plays a part.
To a child, of course, there is no dividing line between language and culture;
children learn their native language and absorb the cultural worldview embedded in it
before they are able to recognize and cogently analyze the defaults and biases presented to
them. Miller & Swift (1977) write of the psychological alienation that girls must confront
in learning English, with its historical load of masculine emphasis:
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Even if the female child understands that yes, she too is part of "man", she must still leap
the hurdles of all those other terms that she knows from her experience refer to males only.
When she is told that we are all brothers, that the brotherhood of man includes sisters, and
that the faith of our fathers is also the faith of our mothers, does she really believe it? How
does she internalize these concepts? (p. 33)

In adulthood, the gender assumptions embedded in the language become a natural and
unconscious part of fluent language use. There is a tight fit between cultural assumptions
and linguistic structures, and for this reason few people ever become aware of the implicit
gender messages in the language - much less question or challenge them.
It is for this reason that the kinds of covert gender messages embodied in the
Chinese language are particularly insidious. Lucy (1992) provides comments on the
psycholinguistic significance of Whorf's distinction between overt and covert categories:
Whorf's principal claim was that speakers can readily reflect on lexical meanings but tend to
be completely oblivious to the patterned grammatical meanings which ultimately govern a
lexical item. And overt categories were more susceptible to the critical consciousness of
speakers than covert categories with their cryptotypes. In short, some aspects of language
are more susceptible to conscious awareness than are others. These remarks suggest that
under certain circumstances speakers can and do reflect upon some aspects of their linguistic
categories and that these reflections will be skewed by differential awareness of those
categories.... This implies a differential salience for thought of some aspects of linguistic
form and meaning relative to other aspects. This might be characterized as a differential
intuitive awareness. (p. 37-3 8)

The implications for sexism are that further attention must be focussed on the various
ways in which gender prejudice is coded and expressed in the language. Hill &
Mannheim (1992), in an analysis of the asymmetric pronoun system of English, have this
to say about the way such linguistic systems function:
The category system creates a particular cultural hegemony, the unquestioned acceptance, by
both men and women, of men as a normative, unmarked category of person .... The
hegemonic structure is reproduced below the speaker's threshold of awareness,
unconsciously, but is challenged from above the threshold of awareness, consciously. (pp.
389-90.)

Surely real hope lies in the possibility of a conscious challenge to the generally accepted
ways of speaking, thinking, and categorizing. Just as awareness of sexist conventions
and social arrangements have led to a gradual elimination of their vestiges in the
language, so explicit awareness of deeper levels of linguistic sexism can awaken speakers
to previously hidden sexist patterns in the culture at large. It is my feeling that crosscultural comparisons are especially helpful in this regard, since they tend to suggest
productive domains less obvious within one linguistic system. I hope studies such as
this one will prod researchers in various areas of linguistics into making further
contributions in their particular areas. In addition, with the increasing cultural and
scientific exchange between China and the West, there is no reason why the international
community of scholars cannot begin to address such issues collectively. Given that both
cultures share the same kinds of historical gender inequities toward women, it would
seem appropriate that we work together in analyzing these problems and, hopefully,
opening the door to solutions.
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